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We construct a methodology to calculate auto-correlation function in each rotational 
symmetry eigenstate， semi-classically. Eigenvalues of Hamiltοnian are given by Fourier 
transform of this auto-correlation function. This methodology， compared to trace 
formula presented by Creagh and Littlejohn[1・2]，can be applied to sys旬msthat have 
many degrees of freedom. Symmetry-adaptation is important for the following two 
reasons. The one is that the shorter length of the auto-correlation function is needed in 
order to get same resolution of energy spectrum. The other is we can got some 
information of molecular morphology such as rotational constants. 
Introduction 
Various interesting phenomena are known in cluster chemistry. The one of them is the 
phenomena known as the glassy dynamics， the structural transitions intermittently 
occur. These phenomena can be seen numerically in classical mechanical system such as 
Van-der-Waals clusters. 
Our question is“What is the molecular shape in the corresponding quantum states of 
the glassy dynamics? Is the ∞rresponding eigenstates are superposition of several 
molecular shape?" To answer this question， we construct a rotational symmetry adapted 
semi-classical theory， because some information of molecular morphologyおreflectedby 
the energy spectrum of each rotational symmetries such as rotational constant B. 
We use semi-classical theory because full-quantum calculation is not possible in such 
multi-dimensional systems and semi-classical calculation dose not require global 
information of wave packet so the global topology of inner-coordinate space dose not 






Such symmetry adaptation is also important in practical sense， as the energy 
spectrum of each rotational states get lined up alternately and the resolution of energy 
spectrum M inversely relate the length of auto-correlation function T such as 
T -1/ M ， so the shorter length of auto-correlation function is needed. This aspect is 
especially important in semi-classical theory that the long time calculation of 
auto-correlation function are in many cases difficult due to underlying chaos of classical 
mechanics. 
In present case， the interval of energy of each rotational symmetries is an order of 
rotational constant B = Ji2/21 (1 is the magnitude of inertia)， so this constant is 
smaller and smaller as the molecular size is larger and larger. On the contrary， the 
interval of energy of each vibrational state is an order of Ji. 80， in this case， the 
rotational symmetry adaptation result in the shorter len郡hI:yrnm町油.pted= Ji121 x九1
is needed to get the same resolution of energy spectrum in case not symmetry 
adapted(九1). 
Methodology 
First， using principal-axis hyperspherical coordinate， we separate each eigenstate 
which has different rotational symmetry. Then We assume that the solution of 
Schrodinger equation can be written as ，and insert this into 8chrodinger equation. By 
comparing each order of ，we got equations of motion of each eigenstate which has 
different rotational symmetry. We calculate the auto-correlation function of and states 
usingAFC. 印Theen句 yspeωmofthree b吋yatomic c1uster 
Result 
Using this methodology， we calculate energy 
spectrum of and states of three-body 
Ar cluster system. Figure shows we can 
separate energy spectrum of different 
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